
Create 
Engaging 
Journals

Module One: Deciding on a Topic & What to Include 



In this Module…
• Topic Research for Your Journals
• Determining the Best to Include
• Data-Mining the Success of Others
• Creating an Outline for Your Journal
• And Much More!



Pick a Topic…Any Topic!
• Your journal needs a topic or theme that will guide the experience 

of the end-user!
• Your goal is to engage the user so that they will want to use the 

journal regularly.
• If you are unsure, start with a topic you’re passionate about:

– Rock Collecting
– Travel
– Exercise
– Food

– Self-Care
– Morning Pages
– Art
– Gardening

– Prayer
– Dreams
– Gratitude
– Astronomy



Topic Research…
• There are quite a few ways to also research journal topic ideas…here 

are a few of my personal favorites:
– Amazon: https://www.amazon.com
– Barnes & Noble: https://www.barnesandnoble.com
– Books-a-Million: https://www.booksamillion.com
– Etsy: https://www.etsy.com
– Kickstarter: https://www.kickstarter.com
– Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com
– Faire: https://www.faire.com
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What to Include…
• Depending on the topic you choose for the journal, your contents 

will vary, but can include:
– This Book Belongs To:
– Instructions for Use
– Ruled Journal Pages
– Checklists
– Drawing Pages
– Places to Add Photos
– Coloring Pages

– Quotes
– Meditations
– Spiritual Texts
– Prompts
– Guided Questions
– Important Tasks
– Recipes



What to Include…



Data Mining for Fun…
• One of the easiest ways to become inspired for designing your ouwn

journal is to see what others have created!
• We are not interested in copying the work of others…it is the 

IDEAS that we are searching for.
• The creativity of others constantly amazes and inspires me by its 

diversity and, at times, randomness!
• Go to your local bookstore or chain store and spend time in the 

journal section.
• Don’t overlook boutique and specialty shops!



Data Mining for Fun…
• Also consider looking beyond “journals” and explore other books 

published using a journal style.
• Here are a few of my personal favorites:

– Lady Cottington’s Pressed Fairy Book
– Arthur Spiderwick’s Field Guide to the Fantastical World Around You
– The Dark Crystal Bestiary
– Fairyopolis: A Flower Fairies Journal
– The Wildflower’s Workbook: A Journal for Self-Discovery in Nature

– And many others!



Data Mining for Fun…



Outlining Your Journal…
• Creating a rough outline for your journal will be incredibly 

helpful in the planning stage.
• Gives you an idea of how many design resources you will need, 

depending on the type of journal you choose to create:
– Overall Design Aesthetic
– Page Backgrounds
– Graphic Design Elements
– Font Choices
– Work Sheets

– Ruled or Blank Pages
– Niche-Specific Content
– Quotes / Verses
– Frame Borders
– Specialty Icons



What No one Talks about…
• There are TWO important journal strategies you need to be 

aware of and keep in mind as you plan YOUR journal!
• First: The design of your journal can easily be formulaic. 
• The first design will require the most planning, but once it is 

completed, future journals can simply follow the formula 
established by the first one!

• Second: depending on how you design the journal, you can use 
the SAME interior with multiple covers!

• There can be a LOT of diversity within the SAME formula!


